The ALLSPD-3D Computational Fluid Dynamics code for reacting flow simulation was run on a set of benchmark test cases to determine its parallel efficiency. These test cases included non-reacting and reacting flow simulations with varying numbers of processors. Also, the tests explored the effects of U_f = Reference Velocity K = Kelvin m/s = meters/second
Need for parallelization
ALLSPD was parallelized in response to the changing computational capabilities of the major engine companies, specifically, the move from large supercomputers to small workstations.
ALLSPD-3D
is memory and CPU intensive for practical engineering problems. This led to the need for parallel processing on UNIX workstations such as those from HP, IBM, SGI, & Sun. However, the serial code was not to be abandoned, nor was the parallel version to be wildly divergent from the serial code. Also, the parallel code needed to be developed using parallel processing techniques readily available to the average user. Therefore, ALLSPD-3D was parallelized using the de-facto standard PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) message passing library and with minimal modifications to the serial code.
Transferring data by message passing supplies exactly the information a process needs from its neighboring zones without requiring memory space for all of the data in all of the other zones. Because each process needs data for only its own grid zone (including those ghost cells which actually belong to neighboring zones), each process only needs enough memory for the largest zone. This reduced memory feature of parallel processing can be very beneficial with large problem sizes. Also, since each process only calculates data on its zone, the time needed to calculate a single iteration is reduced to approximately the time needed for the most numerically intensive zone. The only cost for these great benefits of parallel processing is the time it takes to transfer data between neighbors.
ALLSPD-3D Parallelization

Domain decomposition
The parallel processing in ALLSPD-3D is quite simple: the code is inherently divided in the data domain, therefore domain decomposition is used.
The multiple grid zone feature provides natural dividing lines in the data for decomposing the problem onto multiple processors, i.e., each grid zone is a natural candidate for parallel processing. This also minimizes the changes to the serial code.
Boundary data is exchanged between processors using the PVM message-passing library, and each processor only needs as much memory as demanded by the largest grid zone. This memory limitation is due to the lack of dynamic memory allocation in ALLSPD-3D;
all army sizes are set at compile time based upon the largest grid zone since it falls within the Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD) paradigm. SPMD can be translated as each processor running the same program as all of the other processors but with differing data.
Unfortunately, this limitation extends to the amount of data transferred between processors at the end of each iteration. The first release of ALLSPD-3D contains a design flaw which sets the amount of data to transfer using the maximum possible size of a grid zone's face regardless of how much smaller the grid face being transferred is. The maximum face size is determined at compile time, and this sets the amount of data transferred for all processors.
If the size of a particular grid face to be passed to a neighboring grid zone is much smaller than the maximum possible, then a substantial penalty in communication time is taken by the transfer of unneeded information.
Reducing this penalty requires code modifications to properly size the amount of data to transfer.
Message passing and PVM
The PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) messagepassing library was developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 2 PVM was chosen because of its wide acceptance, installed user base, and portability.
PVM is used in a wide variety of applications on numerous architectures and has become a de-facto standard for message-passing libraries.
The PVM library has many features including spawning of processes on a virtual machine and the Figure 1 .
To study the effect of increasing the number of processors on parallel efficiency, the baseline grid ii!!!!!!!iiiii!!::: ;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiil i i i Each test case was run for 100 iterations and timed with the UNIX command timex. This number was chosen to allow for sufficient number of iterations to overshadow the start up effects such as reading in the grid but not to be so long as to preclude running all the tests within the time period allotted for dedicated usage of the computers. Once the tests were run, the timings were used to determine the parallel speedup and efficiency for each.
Simple speedup
The first advantage of parallel processing is immediately obvious in the tests of parallel speedup on the simple grids. Figure 3 shows the reduced memory needs arising from using multiple processors. The graph plots the number of processors against the normalized memory requirement for the transition duct test case run on the IBM workstations as well as the swirl can test case for compilations on the IBM and SGI workstations. The swirl can test case does not show as dramatic a reduction, but the memory savings are still significant.
The memory needs of the IBM and SGI executables are slightly different presumably because of differences in optimization and compiler technology. Even so, both platforms need less than half the amount of memory for each of four processors than for a single zone test on a serial processor.
The parallel speedup is the next advantage of running a test with multiple processors. Figure 4 shows the parallel speedup of the transition duct using the ethemet and ATM networks. Ideal speedup would be having the code run twice as fast with two processors, four times as fast with four processors, and so on.
The graph shows that when ethernet networking is used, parallel speedup rolls off after only four processors.
As a matter of fact, the turnaround time for the serial code is better than for the sixteen processor parallel code on this test. The ATM network fairs a bit better, but it rolls off at eight processors.
However, the parallel code still runs faster than the serial code with ATM networking NASA TM-107489 even though sixteen processors are communicating at the same time on every iteration.
Speedup for Transition Duct
Simple Tests The parallel efficiency for these tests are plotted in The parallel efficiencies for these tests are plotted in Figure 11 . Comparison with Figure 7 shows improvements for the ethernet and ATM networks, but only small changes for the shared memory tests. The ATM results do show an anomaly at the two to four processor points. Currently, there is no explanation for such a drop or increase in parallel efficiency for these test cases. Again, the addition of chemical reactions to solve improves the efficiency for all communication media, but not by as significant an amount as in the simple tests.
Number of Processors
Concluding Remarks
ALLSPD-3D can simulate flows on clusters of UNIX workstations or multiple processor workstations with shared memory using PVM for data transfer. This gives the ability to solve large problems on modest machines, but results in a communication-bound problem with limits on speedup. Faster networks alleviate the situation, but not completely. Shared memory machines provide the fastest communications but can be expensive and require enough memory for the entire problem to be solved.
The network bandwidth and latency determine when adding more processors degrades turn-around time instead of improving it. Adding additional computational burdens such as chemical reactions and spray to the simulation allows more processors to be added before this breakpoint is reached.
Minimizing the amount of data to be transferred is critical and is best influenced by the grid generation. When making a grid for use with ALLSPD-3D, one should keep the zones close in size and make the face sizes as small as possible. Otherwise, code modifications would be necessary to minimize the amount of data transferred.
Also, having a single source code which compiles into the serial or parallel version has resulted in the need to re-grid the test case whenever the number of processors increases. At best, this is a tedious process; at worst, all the input files for a particular test case need to be regenerated because the cell locations are different. This publication is available from the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information, (301) 621-0390.
ABSTRACT (Maximum200 words)
The ALLSPD-3D Computational Fluid Dynamics code for reacting flow simulation was run on a set of benchmark test cases to determine its parallel efficiency. These test cases included non-reacting and reacting flow simulations with varying numbers of processors. Also, the tests explored the effects of scaling the simulation with the number of processors in addition to distributing a constant size problem over an increasing number of processors. The test cases were run on a cluster of IBM RS/6000 Model 590 workstations with ethernet and ATM networking plus a shared memory SGI Power Challenge L workstation.
The results indicate that the network capabilities significantly influence the parallel efficiency, i.e., a shared memory machine is fastest and ATM networking provides acceptable performance. The limitations of ethernet greatly hamper the rapid calculation of flows using ALLSPD-3D.
